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Abstract 

This paper presents an algorithm for combining pattern recognition-based exon prediction 
and database homology search in gene model construction. The goal is to use homologous genes 
or partial genes existing in the database as reference models while constructing (multiple) gene 
models from exon candidates predicted by pattern recognition methods. A unified framework for 
gene modeling is used for genes ranging from situations with strong homology to no homology 
in the database. To maximally use the homology information available, the algorithm applies 
homology on three levels: (1) exon candidate evaluation, (2) gene-segment construction with 
a reference model, and (3) (complete) gene modeling. Preliminary testing has been done on 
the algorithm. Test results show that (a) perfect gene modeling can be expected when the 
initial exon predictions are reasonably good and a strong homology exists in the database; (b) 
homology (not necessarily strong) in general helps improve the accuracy of gene modeling; (c) 
multiple gene modeling becomes feasible when homology exists in the database for the involved 
genes. 

Key words: Exon prediction. gene structure prediction, database homology search, dynamic pro- 
gramming. 
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1 Introduction 

Identification of genes in anonymous D N A  sequences involves recognizing coding regions and parsing 
recognized coding regions into gene models. With different coding recognition methods and different 
parsing strategies. a number of computer programs have been developed for the gene identification 
problem (I’bcrbacher and Mural. 1991: Xu et al., 1994a; Fields and Soderlund, 1990; Gelfand, 1990: 
Guigo ( -1  (11.. 1992: Hutchingson and Hayden. 1992; Snyder and Stormo, 1993; Dong and Searis. 
1994: Iirogh. hlian and IIausslcr. 1994). Though varying in how the information is processed and 
applied. romnion to all these gene prediction methods is the basic information used: (1) content 
statistics measuring t he positional/compositional biases imposed on the DNA sequence in coding 
regions by tlie genetic code. and/or (2)  homologous sequences existing in the database. Vc’hile 
contrnt-statistics hasrtl Iiictliods are more general and robust they may fail on “abnormal” or short 
DNAs: .Um this type of method tends to be “less objective” in the gene parsing phase due to 
the lack of discernible biological constraints. Typically, a (single) gene structure is predicted by 
selecting a set of rccogIiizetl cotling regions that satisfy the adjacent-exon spliceability conclitioii 
and also optimize sonic (simple) objective function, which in general does not guarantee a perfect 
corrcspontlcncc with t hc actual gene structure (Xu et al., 1994b). Homology based methods can 
provitlc niore direct evidence of coding characters and possibly a reference model in the gene parsing 
phase. but tlicy may not be generally applicable as more than 50% of the newly discovered genes 
havo no t1ctectaI)lc lioriiologs in the database. 

FYP proviously dcvcloprtl a gene prediction system, GRAIL, based on content statistics measur- 
ing cson rclatcd propcrtics of a D N A  (Uberbacher and Mural, 1991; Xu et al., 1994a). Tlie systeiii 
first cstracts over a dozen features from each potential exon candidate. Each of these features 
exhibits some discriniinating power between an exon and a non-exonic region. A neural network 
was trained to score the partial correctness of each exon candidate based on the extracted features. 
Tlie result of the neural network evaluation is a set of scored candidates, each having a pair of 
boundaries and a fiscd translation frame. Two exon candidates can be defined to be spliceable 
if a certain rclationship holds among their boundaries and translation frames. The GRAIL gene 
structure prediction subsystem predicts a (single) gene model by selecting a subset of the scored 
Candidates so that adjacent candidates are spliceable and the total score is maximized. Though 
enforcing the spliceability condition has increased the accuracy of (final) exon prediction and gene 
structure prediction. it does not guarantee to generate the correct (single) gene model even when 
all the components to form the correct model are present in the exon candidate pool. A typical 
example for such a case may be as follows. A high scoring false exon was predicted in between of 
two adjacent true esons. If this false eson happens to be spliceable to both of the true exons it 
may be included in the predicted gene model. 

Though it may not be universally applicable, homology information, when available, can be used 
to provide reference models in both eson prediction and gene structure prediction. Some recent 
work has been done to incorporate homology information in the process of exon (re)evaluation 
(Snyder and Stormo. 1994; Guigo and Knudsen, manuscript in preparation). 

We have developed a framework for incorporating homology information in the GRAIL gene 
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prediction process. Our goal is to maximally use the available homology information in both eson 
prediction and gene structure prediction. The framework consists of three main steps: (1) eson 
candidate re-evaluation. (2) reference-based gene-segment construction, and (3) (multiple) gene 
structure prediction. The algorithm first uses the GRAIL eson prediction subsystem to predict a 
set of eson candidates. The predicted candidates form a set of clusters. each containing overlapping 
eson candidates. In general, each cluster represents different predictions of a presumed eson with 
different boundaries. The algorithm then selects a few high-scoring candidates from each cluster 
to do database homology search. If homology is found. the search results are processed to form a 
reference eson model for the cluster, and all the candidates of tlie cluster are re-scored according to 
this reference model. In the nest step. the algorithm combines the search results for all the clusters 
to form a set of maximal reference models (each one covers more than one exon). An optimal partial 
gene model, or gene segment, is constructed based on cach reference model. In the third step, gcnc 
models are constructed from the gene segments and eson candidates by optimizing an objective 
function more general than to the one used in Xu et al.. 109.lb. In the actual implementation, steps 
2 and 3 are combined into one single step. 

Preliminary tests have been done on this algoritlim. I n  general. as espected, incorporatirlg 
homology information into the gene prediction process improves the accuracy of individual esoii 
predictions (mainly boundaries of esons). By applying rcfercncc-bascd gene-segment construction. 
the algoritlini significantly reduces thc false positive rate I)? not iIicluding eson candidates that 
are obvioiisly inconsistent with the refercricc models. Based 011 oiir limited tests, a perfect (single) 
gene model can \)e espected when the correct eson carididates arc prcsent in the candidate pool 
and a strong homology esists in the database. The database search also may provide information 
indicating the start and end of a gene. and hence makes automated niultiple gene model prediction 
feasible. 

2 Exon Prediction by Pattern Recognition 

This section reviews the GRAIL eson prediction algorithm (Uberbachcr and llural, 1991: Xu k l  nl.. 
1994a: Uberbachcr et al., 1996). As in any pattern recognition problem. to recognize exons we need 
to select a. set of features that are associated with esons. and to tlcsign a method to discriminate 
exons from non-esonic regions. 

To determine the likelihood of a DXA segment being an  eson involves determination of coding 
potentials of the region and evaluation of the potential splice junctions (or translation starts/stops) 
bounding the region. GRAIL uses a frame-dependent &tuple preference model (Uberbacher and 
Mural, 1991; Claverie et al. 1990) and a Sh order non-homogeneous Markov chain model to 
calculate coding potentials of each candidate region and its two 60-base surrounding regions (as 
background signal). These coding measures are used as features in the eson discrimination process. 

Recognition of coding regions using the G-tuple (or in general k-tuple. for any fixed k) method 
is known to have strong dependence on the G+C composition. and is more difficult in G+C poor 
domains. If we estimate the frequencies of frame-dependent coding 6- tuples and noncoding 6-tuples 
in the high G+C domain, and use these frequencies to calculate coding measures for a set of coding 
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Figure 1: The X-asis represents the G+C composition of an exon candidate and Y-asis represents 
the 6-tuple scores measured by the frame-dependent preference model. Each tick mark on the 
horizontal asis represents 10% in G+C composition with 0% on the left and 100% on the right. 
The large squares represent the coding regions and the small dots represent the regions flanking 
coding regions. 

regions and their 60-base flanks in all ranges of G+C composition, an unexpected pattern is shown 
in Figure 1. The coding measures for both the coding regions and their flanks are much lower in 
the G+C poor domain compared to the G+C rich domain. A very similar behavior is observed if 
the 6-tuple frequencies are collected from low G+C DNA sequences. Hence GRAIL uses the G+C 
compositions of both a candidate region and a 2000-base region centered around the candidate as 
correction factors in the exon discrimination process. 

A number of measures including a 5-tuple preference model, long-distance correlations between 
single bases. etc. have been used in a separate process for evaluating the strength of a potential 
splice junction. The result of this evaluation is used as a feature in the exon discrimination process. 

One interesting observation we recently made indicates that shorter exons tend to  have stronger 
splice junction sites and hence higher scores. Also short false exon candidates may have better 
chance to accidentally have high coding measures. Based on these considerations, we have included 
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Figurc 2: .An example of FASTA search result. 

the cson miitlitlate lcngt 11 as anotlirr feature i n  the cxon tliscrimination process. 
T l i ~  (1st racted features over cacli candidate region are fed to a Iicrlriil network. wliicli has h ( w i  

trained to  score tlic partial rorrcctnrss of a candidate. Tlie result of t lie neural network (~v;ill1iitioll 
is a set of scorcd cantlitliLtcs witli ~ c l i  having z i  fisetl translation frilllie. X clustcring proccvlurt. 
divides t l i ~  (mididates into clustcrs of overlapping Candidates. c w l i  of which represents a tliIfwwt 
prediction of i i  prcsiiIiwtl ('son. 

3 Database Homology Search 

By doing tlatabasc search. wc attrnipt to achieve the lollon-ing goiils: ( 1) to collect wifiricnt" 
inforniation to Iiclp locate wlicrc tlic corresponding coding region starts iiIi t1 ends for each caiididiitc 
cluster: (2) to collect as much information as available to piccc togot lwr protcin segments to forin 
long. Iioprfully cornplctc protcin sequcncc(s) (in the sense of n coriiplrtc gene). 

In the current implenientation. we use Swissprot as the target t1atal);w. Tlic search for lioiiiol- 
ogy is tloric by tlic FtGT.A prograin version 2.0 (Pearson and Lipman. 19SS) using the score riiat r i s  
BL0SI:ll:jO. Esperimcnts on otlicr databases with different search programs are espccted to he 
done in tlic near future. 

To conduct a database search. an ('son candidate is first translatcd into a protein sequence in 
its translation frame. and then this protein sequence is used as i i  query in the search. For car11 
search. F.ASTA returns a numbcr of hits from different proteins. possibly of different organisms. A 
typical FASTA hit is shown in Figure 2. 

For each database hit. the following information can be extracted: (1) the starting and ending 
positions of the matched portion of the query sequence. from wliicli we can calculate the startirig 
and ending positions of the corresponding coding DNA segment: ( 2 )  the portion (subsequence and 
location) of the protein that the query sequence matches. from which we can further know if this 
portion is the beginning or end of the protein, or somewhere in betwen. 

In the current implementation. me use the top five highest-scoring candidates from each cluster 
to do the database search. The reason we use five instead of one or all candidates of a cluster is 
due to  the consideration of (1) having a good representative set. and (2)  the.computation time 
constraint. The search results are sorted into different gene groups. For each group. the union of 
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the matched protein portions is used as  the reference model (this is a simplified statement but gives 
the basic idea). Thus each cluster has a number of reference models from different genes. 

After the database search is done for all the clusters, matched protein segments are sorted into 
different gene groups. A set of non-overlapping maximal gene segments are formed based on the 
protein segments obtained from the search for each gene group (note that each protein segment 
could be longer than the matched portion of the protein as can be seen in Figure 2). These gene 
segments will serve as reference models in the reference-based partial gene model construction. 
Labels are marked on gene segments that start and/or end a gene, which will be used in the 
multiple gene model construction. 

4 Gene Modeling 

Gene model construction is currently done in GRAIL by selecting a subset of non-overlapping 
eson candidates from the predicted candidate pool such that adjacent candidates ( in  their spatial 
relationship) satisfy the following spliceability condition and the total (normalized) neur a 1- net score 
is masimizcd ( S u  et of.. 109-lb). We classify exons into three classes: (1) initial exons: the esons 
that start witli a translation start :UG, (2) internal esons: the exons that start with an acceptor 
junction and cnd with a donor junction. and ( 3 )  terminalesons: the esons that end with a in-frame 
translatioil stop codon. Note that an eson can be both initial and terminal eson. An exon El is 
said to bc splirrnbk to exon E2 if the following conditions hold. We use I (E) ,  r ( E )  and l ( E )  to 
represent t lie left boundary, right boundary and translation frame of E .  respectively. 

(1) E l  is a non-terminal eson, and E2 is a non-initial eson; 
(2)  I( E2)  - r ( E l )  2 h', (in GRXIL. Ec: = 60); 
(3) / ( E t )  = (I(&) - r (E1)  - I +  j ( E l ) )  mod 3; 
(4) no in-frame stop arc formed a t  the joint point when appending El to Ez. 
The basic assumption for such a mathematical model for gene modeling to be effective is that 

the score of a11 exon candidate is. in general. an accurate reflection of the partial correctness of it 
being a true eson. When this assumption is violated we may see that high-scoring false candidates 
are included in  the gene model. or lowscoring true exons are excluded from the gene model. The 
problem is caused by a lack of detectable biological constraints used in this mathematical model. 

In this section, we estend this model by applying homology information in addition to splice- 
ability condition when appending exon candidates to form a gene model. Because of the markers 
of the start/end of a gene from the database search, we can further estend this model to construct 
multiple gene models. 

4.1 Exon re-evaluation 

For each cluster, all the candidates will be re-scored based on the reference models if the homology 
is above some threshold. Let E be an exon candidate, P be its corresponding protein, and R be 
a reference model. Recall the format of a FASTA output. We replace each identity match (":") 
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between P and R by a value 1, each similar match (“.”) by 0.5 and a miss match by 0. The total 
of all these values is defined to be the match score between P and R. denoted by match( P, R).  The 
new score of E with respect to the reference model R is given by 

where IlRll represents the cardinality of R. 
To be consistent in the scoring scheme, we also re-score the exon candidates with no database 

homology as follows (note that the neural net score does not esplicitly reflect the length of a 
candidate but the above does). For each such candidate E ,  let net( E) represent E‘s neural net 
score (scaled to the range of [0.1]). 

where 0 indicates that the score does not depend on any reference model and llEi1/3 gives the 
length of E’s corresponding protein. We also define scoreR( E )  = --x, for all such E’s. 

4.2 Reference-based gene model construction 

This subsection presents an  algorithm for constructing a (niultiplc) gene model from a set of prc- 
dictetl rsoii candidates that niasimizcs the total exon candidate scores tinder the constraint that 
the modcl is consistent with a set of given reference models. 

4.2.1 An example 

We first use an example. shown in Figure 3. to esplain the basic idea of the algorithm. In t.his 
example. every cluster except clusters number 7 and number 11 has some homology in the database. 
To make our discussion simple. we assume that the homology between R;’s and the corresponding 
DNA segments is strong. We want to construct a gene model that are the most probable based 
on the given neural net scores and the homology information. Recall that the neural net scores of 
the candidates in Figure 3(b) represent the confidence level of a candidate being an eson without 
any knowledge of database homology. In our early work (Xu et al.. 1994b), the most probable gene 
model is totally determined by these scores. Our new algorithm has extended this to the following 
strategy: apply homology information whenever possible, otherwise use neural network scores. 

Note that each of the 5 reference models in Figure 3(c) is part of a protein possibly from different 
organisms, and these reference models could be inconsistent. We need to determine, for each exon 
candidate, which reference model to use while constructing a gene model. Our strategy is to use 
as few reference models (of highest quality) as possible under the condition that the masimum 
number of clusters are covered by these reference models. The rationale is that fewer number of 
reference models implies fewer splicings between exons covered by different reference models. or 
put it differently, more splicings between exons covered by the same reference model. 

Based on the above discussion. a possible optimal gene model for this esample could be 
{El ,  Ez, E3, E,, Es, Es, E S , ~ ,  Elo, El l} ,  and the reference models are RS and R3, where E; is from 
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Figure :I: X scliernatic of a candidate cluster and database homology. (a) and (b) represent a set 
of clusters. Each liollow rectangle in ( b )  represents an exon candidate. The width and height of a 
rectangle represent the length and the “probability” being a true eson, scored by the neural net. of 
an eson candidate. respectively. The symbols in (a) indicate the eleven clusters these candidates 
form. Each R, i n  (c) represents a continuous gene segment or reference model. A short line of each 
R; represents the matched portion with the corresponding DNA segment, and the broken gaps are 
only used to indicate the reference model matches a number of DNA segments. There are five 
reference models in this example. 

cluster number i. for i E {1.2.3,-4,5.6,10.11} and Es,g is a candidate from cluster S or 9. Clus- 
ter number 7 (marked by “*”) is excluded because of its inconsistency with the reference model 
Rs. Inclusion of a candidate from cluster 11 will increase the total score and does not cause any 
inconsistency with any reference model. Thus El1 is part of the gene model. 

4.2.2 The problem 

Our goal is to define and solve the reference-based multiple gene modeling problem. But first we 
define a simpler problem, the reference-based partial gene modeling problem, which models a single 
gene and does not require a gene model to start with an initial exon and to end with a terminal 
exon. 

We first introduce some notations. Let C denote the set of all candidates and {R1, ..., &} 
be all the reference models. We add a special Ro = 0 to the reference model set to  simplify the 
notations. For each E E C and each R;, M(E ,R; )  represents the portion of Ri that matched E’s 
corresponding protein (by FASTA version 2.0). M ( E ,  R;) = 0 if there is no match. 

A reference-based partial gene modeling problem is defined as follows. We want to select a 
subset {El, ..., E,} of non-overlapping candidates from C and a mapping R from { E l ,  ..., E,} to 
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{Ro, ..., Rk} so that the following function is maximized. We assume that r(E1) < ... < .(E,). 

subject to: (1) 
(2) 

E, is spliceable with Ei+l for all i E [l, n - 11, 
R ( E j )  = R(E,) and i < j implies r (M(Ei ,R(E , ) ) )  < l( iM(E,,R(Ej))) .  

where P( S, 1') = P if S = I' and S # 8 otherwise P ( X ,  Y )  = 0, and P is used to reward splicings 
between exons with the same reference model. 

Informally, we want to select a number of exons &,...,En from C and a reference model for 
each E, so that the total scores of thcse exons is maximized. Such a set of exons should satisfy 
the adjacent-cxon spliceability condition. and also the relative order of esons should be kept in 
their matclicd portions i n  the reference model. To encourage to use the same reference model for 
adjacent cxons. we also add a reward factor in the objective function for splicings between adjacent 
exons using thc same reference model. In our current implementation. P is chosen to be larger 
than the score of one "average" false candidate. 

In the general reference-based gene modeling problem, we also include the information about 
the start and tlic end of a gene. For each exon E and a reference model R;, we define B ( E ,  R,)  = 1 
if 1c3( E.  R , )  is a prefis of R,'s corresponding protein, and B ( E ,  R,)  = 0 otherwise. Similarly, 
L ( E ,  R,)  = 1 if J i (  E ,  R,) is a suffis of R,*s corresponding protein, and L ( E ,  R;) = 0 otherwise. 

A rejcrrizcc-bcrsd rnirltiplc gcnc rnotlcling problem is defined as follows. We want to f i r id  a 
list {El,  ..., E,} of non-overlapping exon candidates from C, a mapping R from {El, ..., En} to 
{Bo, .... R k } ,  and a partition of { E l ,  .... E,} into D sublists, {E:  ...., E:(ll},  {E:  ,..., E 2  }. .... 
{E?. .... E:,,,}, so that the following function is maximized. where c ( d )  represents the last exon of 
the dth  sublist. We assume that r (E1)  < ... < r(E,,). 

4 2 )  

subject to: for all g E [1.D]. 

(2) L( E$,), R( E:(,,)) = 1, or B(E;+', R(E;+')) = 1, for g < D, 
(3) B(E,S, R ( E i ) )  = 1 implies p = 1, and L(Ei ,  R ( E i ) )  = 1 implies Q = e(g) ,  

(4) Ef is spliceable with E?+l for all i E [ l , e ( g )  - 11, 
( 5 )  R( E!) = R(E;) and i < j implies r ( M ( E f ,  &(E:)))  < I(M(Ejg, &(E;))). 

(1) w:(,+,)) - r ( q g ) )  > L, for 9 < D, 

where penalty factor P j ( E )  is a fixed negative value if E is not an initial exon otherwise it is zero, 
similarly Pt( E )  is a fixed negative value if E is not a terminal exon, otherwise it is zero, and C is the 
minimum distance between two genes (,C = 1000 in our current implementation). Note that D is 
not a predetermined value, but a part of the optimal solution. In the following, we say {El, ..., E,,} 
form a gene model under mapping R and the partition given above if conditions (1) - (5) hold. 
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The main difference between the general gene modeling problem and the partial gene modeling 
problem is the treatment of the start and the end of a gene. By utilizing the information about 
the start/cnd of a gene from the database search, we are able to deal with multiple genes in a 
DSX sequence. By requiring conditions (2) and (3), a list of exons will be divided into two gencs 
if m t l  oiily if  t licrc is a start or end of a gene based on the database search information. To model 
a complctc gene. we penalize gene models missing the translation start in its first esoii or the 
translation stop in its last eson by using the two penalty factors Pj and Pt. 

4.2.3 The algorithm 

We now I)rr-sciit a tlyiariiic prograniniing algorithm to solve the reference-based multiplc gene 
niotlcliiig prol)lrni tlcfiiirtl i n  S;cction 4.2.2. The partial gene modeling problem can be solved as a 
special cascl. 

Tlio i n p i i t  to tlic algorithm is a. set of cson candidates sorted in the increasing order of tlicir riglit 
bou1itlaric.s. 'rhc algorithm scans tiirougli the eson candidates from left to right and corist ructs 
opt inial dutiotis for t lie subset contaiiiing all candidates from the first to the current. one. l);isctl 
oii optiIiiiil solutions for previous subsets. We call these solutions the optimal solutions for !his 
randitlato. 1:or oacli cantlitlate. at most k + 1 optimal solutions are constructed, i.e., at  most o ~ i r  
for cadi of I lie k + I rcfcrcnce rnodels { Ro, RI7 ..., Rk}. TO construct an optimal solution for t l i c  
canditlatc and a reference Iiiodel. the algorithm tries to splice this candidate with all the previous 
randitlatrls. ant1  to lint1 t tie one giving the highest total score with respect to the reference modcl. 
'P is rcw;irtlctl to ( ~ l i  spliriiig between candidates using the same reference model. Conditions (1) 
- (5) ilrr cliccked whiic trying to splice two candidates. The algorithm stops when all canditlatcs 
arc processed. The inodcl having the highest total score is output as the solution. As we give 
more details in thc following. it can be seen that this output corresponds to the solution to the 
reference-l)ased miiltiplc gene modeling problem. 

Let {El .  .... Ellcll} be the set of given exon candidates sorted in the increasing order of r(E,)'s. 
W e  use morkf( Et ,  R,) to tlciiote the value of the objective function of the optimal gene model. for 
the subset { E l .  .... E t } .  that ends wi th  E,  using reference model Rj. By definition. 

m a s  model(&, Rj) 
[ 1 a] ,I E [Ok] 

corresponds to the solution of the reference-based multiple gene modeling problem. 
To calculate model( E;, R,), the following recurrences can be proved using inductive proofs. 

which we omit here. To simplify the recurrences, we introduce another quantity modelo( E;,  Ri). 
which is defined the same as model( E;, R j )  except that the Pt() term (in the objective function) is 
ignored for the last sublist in the partition of {El ,  -..,Ei}. 

There are two cases we need to consider in calculating both rnodef(Ei,Rj) and modelo(E;, R,). 
Case # 1: When E, is the first eson of a gene, 

model ( E,. R, ) 
- - masp~[1,t-1],qE[o.k] {model(Ei, Rj)7 model(Ep,Rq) + scoreR,(-&) + p j ( E i )  + Pt(Ei),  

when (1) L ( E p ,  Rq) = 1 or B(Ei,Rj) = 1: (2) I(&) - r ( E p )  > L.} 
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Mouse Hurtn 

Figure 4: Refcrcnce-l)asetl gctic motlcling. Tlie S-asis rcprwcnts t l i e  scyurncc asis. ( a )  Eacll solitl 
bar represents an cson. ( I ) )  'Tlie prcdictctl esons and  pi^ struct urw.  'Til(! lines I)ct~vccn solitl 
bars represent splicings Iietwcen esons of the same gene. ( c )  TIw ncIIr;11 tict prctlictions of csotl 
candidates. 'rlic Y-asis rcprcscnts t hc i  asis of cson scorw. ((1) Tlw re-scorctl (\so11 candidates using 
homology information. The lines in  t lie bottom indicnt(. I I I O  rcfcrcncr nlotlcls uscd in gene scgrnent 
construction. Tlic sequcncc is III'SIIFNRF 1.l. 

and 

modclo(E,, R,) 
- - mas,E[l,f-l],qE~o,k~ {moddo( E,. R J ) .  model( E;,. It,,) f scorrlt ,(  E , )  f 'P/(  E , ) .  

wlien(1) L(E,.R,)= l o r  13(E,.RJ)= l . ( 2 ) / ( E l ) - r ( E p ) > L . )  

Case # 2: When E, is not the first cson of a gene. 

and 
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In the general case. modti( E,, R,) equals the highest value of the two cases. Tlie same is true 
for rnotlclo( E,. R J ) .  The initial values of rnodel(E;, Rj)  and modelo( E;,  R j )  are defined as follows. 

Using these recurrences. inorfel( E,,  R j )  can be calculated in the increasing order of i for all 
j E [O. k ] .  It is easy to see that these quantities can be calculated in O( ~ ~ C ' ~ ~ 2 k 2 )  time and O( IlCllk) 
space. To recover the set of candidates that achieves maxij rnodcl( E;, R,) some simple bookkeeping 
rieeds I O  he dolie. which ran he accomplished in O( llC1[*k2) time and O( IlClik) space. We omit 
further details. 

Figure .i sliows an osa~iiglc of reference-hsed gene Inodeling. An interesting thing is tliilt the 
hcst rcfcwncc riiotlcls for t lie first two (\son clusters are not IIunian hut SIOIISC proteins wlii lr  tlic 
best r<~[pwncp nidcls for a l l  the other clusters are Human proteins. llatabase search results show 
that the ~n;itrIic~s w i t t i  .\Iouse proteins are 100% but only 96.6% with  Human proteins for bot i i  
clus t crs. 

5 Results and Discussions 

We liavo prcscntctl ;I franicwork for using homology inforniatioti to guide gene structure predictions. 
Tlie fr;iIiic\vork uses ('SOIIS predicted by content-statistics 1)asetI Inctliods as basic building blocks 
and ciat a h s o  Iioniology information as references in constructing gene models. The mathemat.ica1 
model W P  iisotl for tlie gene motlcling problem rewards any application of homology inforniation 
in tbc gcric niotlcling process as an attempt to masiInally iise the known homology. Minimal 
"incoIisistency" between predicted gene structures and database lioniology is the basic rule used in  
this gcnc Inodeling framework. 

Prcliiiiiiiary tests have been done to test the effectiveness of applying liomology information in 
gene Iiiodclings. Based on the test results on 59 genes. we conclude that (1) homology information 
lias lielpctl improve t lie prediction accuracy of exon boundaries in the (single) eson re-evaluation 
step. ( 2 )  homologs corresponding to a. series of exons l i s  helped greatly in eliminating false exons. 
and also Iias further helped improve the eson boundary predictions. and (3) the availability of 
information about the start/end of a protein makes it feasible to do multiple gene modeling. 

The following table lists tlie test result on 59 single genes. While conducting these tests. the 
gene tested on is removed from the database. The first column in the table gives the sequence name 
and the number of esons in this sequence. Tlie Exons columns give tlie prediction performance in 
terms of number of exons that are "correctly" and falsely predicted: We list the number of missing 
exons and false exons if there is any (a blank means no missing and false esons). Similarly the 
Edges columns give the number of exon boundaries that are incorrectly predicted. 
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H C M I I S D J B A  ( 3 )  

H U J l I I S K P Q Z i  (6 )  

HUYHSPSOB (11) 

HUSlIBP3 (4) 

H U &I IF N RF 1 A ( ‘3 ) 

H U M I L l B  (6) 
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I 2 edges off 

2 edges off 
1 false 



t 



H U SISPERSYS (8) I 2 edges off 

I I 

HL'hlTSC2 (5 )  1 missing 2 edges off 1 rnissiiig 1 edge off 

HUhlTBB5 ( 4 )  

HL*l lTCRBRA (2) 

Frotn Xhle I. we can see t liat tlie reference-based gciiv Iiiotlcliiiji program lias improved the 
performance of the C;R.\IL gene prediction system. Tliis proqraiii 1ias rrduccd the number of falsc 
esons. missing wons and off-edges from 22 to 3. from 27 to 19. a r id  fro111 57 I O  17. respectively. 
Therc are a few cases wliere tlie GR.\IL gene prediction sul)systcni inisses more esons than tlic 
refercnct.-hascd gene motleling program does. The reason for t liis is I Iiilt t licse missed esons arc 
predicted by tlic GR.AIL eson prediction program hi i t  not inclutlctl i n  tlie gene models clue to 
the incorrect eson bountlary prcdictions and the enforcement of splicwbility condition. The won 
re-evaluation program corrected t hese eson boundary prcdictions Ixisetl on tlie database search 
results. and hence these esons are included in  the reference-based gciw modeling. 

Figurc 5 shows one esamplc 
of multiple gene modeling on a DY:\ sequence artificially formed hy appending three sequences 

While we are planning to conduct more estensive tests on tlie algorithm. tlie preliminary test 
results have pointed to possible directions for further improvement o n  tlic algorithm. We mention 
a few here. Wliile our current reference-based gene modcling framework allows effectively removing 
falselv predicted esons and correcting eson boundary predictions. i t  does not support mechanism 
to generate esons missed by the neural network eson predictor. Some work is currently under way 
to develop effective methods to generate those missed esons based o i l  the information provided by 
database search. LVe are also working on schemes to  include even inorc biological constraints in the 
multiple gene modeling process. for esample. indications of promoters. CpG islands. PolyA sites. 
etc. 

Tests are also done on a number of multiple gene sequences. 

HUMCYPIIE. HUSLR~ZSII. IIGMXCTGX. 

In conclusion, we have generalized our previous algoritlini for single gene model constructions 

I 

1 false 
1 missing I missing 



Figure 5 :  4lultiple gene modeling. The X-axis represents the sequence axis. The DNA sequence 
is artificially formed by appending IIUSICYPIIE, HUMRASH and HUMACTGA. (a) Each solid 
bar represents an  actual eson. Exons # 1 through # 9 are the exons of HUMCYPIIE, esons # 
10 to # 13 are the exons of I-IUhlRASH. and exons # 14 to # 18 are the exons of HUMACTGA. 
(b)  The predicted esons and gene structures by the reference-based gene modeling program. The 
lines between solid bars represent splicings between exons of the same gene. (c) The neural net 
predictions of eson candidates. The Y-asis represents the axis of exon scores. (d) The re-scored 
eson Candidates using homology information. 

and developed a reference-based multiple gene modeling framework. This framework attempts to 
maximally use the available homology information from existing databases in constructing gene 
models. By combining content-statistics based pattern recognition methods and homology infor- 
mation, this referencc-based gene prediction program should provide molecular biologists a more 
powerful and convenient tool in gene identification. . 
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